Abstract. We have recently proved several explicit versions of the prime ideal theorem under GRH. Here we further explore the method, in order to deduce its strongest consequence for the case where x diverges.
Introduction
For a number field K we denote by n K its dimension, ∆ K the absolute value of its discriminant, δ K := (∆ K ) (1/n K ) its root discriminant, r 1 the number of its real places, r 2 the number of its imaginary places, d K := r 1 +r 2 −1. In [2] we use a two step process to prove explicit versions of the prime ideal theorem under GRH: first we prove a bound for |ψ K (x)−x| depending on a parameter T to be fixed later ([2, Theorem 1.1]), then we prove several formulas based on some choices for T ([2, Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3]). A scheme to produce explicit versions of the prime ideal theorem for number fields has been proved by Lagarias and Odlyzko in [3] and recently Winckler computed the effective constants in [7] . In this paper, we reuse Theorem 1.1 of [2] with an additional parameter called κ producing the general result in Theorem 2.5, we then choose κ and T in such a way as to obtain the best possible asymptotic expansion for x → +∞. By doing so we obtain a formula that is not too far from the best possible bound for |ψ K (x)−x| which can be proved by using this method.
We recall that the Lambert-W function is the function such that ∀x ≥ 0, W (x)e W (x) = x. The choice of T we have made to deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 2.5 gives the best coefficients for all terms in the asymptotic expansion, down to the term of order √ x. This choice is not too far from the best our method can achieve, even for finite x; in other words, the T we choose in Theorem 1.1 is not too far from the optimal T for Theorem 2.5. Note that the values of the other parameters we fix in the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.5 affect the term of order √ x of the asymptotic expansion.
Inequality (1.2) is a kind of Chebyshev bound, which has the interesting property that the linear term has a coefficient independent of the field. It is better than (1.1) when x is very small with respect to δ K .
Asymptotic expansions. We discuss the asymptotic expansions of (1.1) when x diverges and K is fixed. We have, as t → +∞ W (t) = log t−log log t+ log log t log t +O log log t log t 2 and, even though we will not use it,
∀t ≥ e, W (t) ≤ log t−log log t+1.024 log log t log t so that the asymptotic expansion we are computing is not too far from an upper bound. From the first expansion, we deduce 1 2 W (t) 2 +W (t) = 1 2 log 2 t−log t log log t+log t+ 1 2 (log log t) 2 +o(1).
We have w ∼ 1 2 log x when x diverges, thus
We thus have, taking ν :=
Thus the right hand side of (1.1) is
Since eν ≃ 15.7187 . . . the coefficient of n K √ x 2π log x is lower than log δ K if n K ≥ 16. We have verified that the first five terms in the asymptotic expansion cannot be improved by any choice of the parameters. On the other hand, the sixth term contains the constants 7.9584, −5.9938 and 25.5362 which can be changed acting on the parameters. The constants hidden in the o(.) terms are unfortunately not uniform in K and are not even controlled by a linear bound in n K and log ∆ K : for instance, the rather innocent looking
To facilitate the comparison with earlier results, we reorganize this asymptotic expansion in a form similar to Lagarias and Odlyzko's or Oesterlé's results. In this form, the right hand side of (1.1) is √ x 2π log x−2 log log x+2 log ν n K +7.9584 log ∆ K + √ x 8π log 2 x−4 log x log log x+4 log eν n K log x+4(log log x)
As δ K diverges (1.1) is not very efficient, but still gives something similar to (1.2).
Numerical experiments. In [2] we prove the following results. First in Corollary 1.2:
Then in Corollary 1.3:
We compare the upper bound (1.1) to these three formulas for several values of n K and four discriminants for each n K . We test totally real and totally imaginary fields for the minimal discriminants allowed by Odlyzko's Table 3 in [4] and for their squares. In each table we indicate the minimal x after which Formula (1.1) is better than the corresponding formula. One observes that (1.1) is always better than (1.4), nearly always better than (1.3) (except for quadratic fields) and most of the times better than (1.5). The best between (1.1) and (1.2) is always better than (1.3-1.5) except for the case of quadratic fields in Formula (1.3).
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Reproofs
We reprove the results of [1] and [2] adding an additional parameter to the main result of [2] and with a couple more digits. The methods of proof are the same and will thus not be repeated.
We recall that r K is defined as the constant such that
Lemma 2.1. Assume GRH. One has
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.1 in [1] gives the general case. Moreover, for Q we know that r Q = log 2π. For imaginary quadratic fields, an r 2 log 2 term can be restored in the proof of the aforementioned lemma. 
, Theorem 2.5. For every x ≥ 3, T ≥ 5 and 0 < κ ≤ 2 we have:
Proof. The proof proceeds as for [2, Theorem 1.1], but now we choose h = ± κx T with κ ∈ (0, 2] instead of h = ± 2x T . We start from [2, Inequality (4.2)] which, given the small modification of Lemma 2.4 above, now reads:
As seen in [2, Section 4], under GRH we have
For h > 0, we take h = κx T thus
18.6019
After some simplifications it becomes, for T ≥ 5, For h < 0, we take h = − κx T , we then have x+h > 1 if κ ≤ 3, x ≥ 3 and T ≥ 5. We slightly modify the bound for A in that case and take Let M W,± (T ), M n,± (T ) and M c,± (T ) be the functions of T such that the right hand side of (2.2) and (2.3) respectively are
and their differences let be denoted as
We then have 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
By Equation (2.1c) we have for T ≥ 5
with α = 3.9792, β = −1.4969 and γ = 25.5362. Recalling the upper bound for |r K | in Lemma 2.1, from the result in Theorem 2.5 and (3.1) we deduce that for x ≥ 3 and T ≥ 5,
We need to choose T to get the lowest possible bound for |ψ K (x)−x|, thus we choose the best T by looking for an approximate zero of
above 5. Unfortunately we are not able to find T as an explicit function of x. Both T → F (T ) and T → G(T ) have a unique minimum while T → H(x, T ) is decreasing for any x > 0. The main increasing terms are
and
, while the main decreasing term is κx 2T from H(x, T ). The derivative of the sum of these three terms is zero for T log
, we should thus choose
However, for δ K → ∞ we have T W → 0. We thus slightly complicate the expression we are trying to minimize: this will have the effect to give a minimum that is both more precise and above 5. The expressions contain the parameter κ, which has to be fixed. To find a good value for κ, we computed the asymptotic expansion of the result with optimal T and κ unevaluated but independent of x. This is √ x 2π log 2 x 4 −log x log log x+ log δ K +log κe
so that the best value for κ is the one minimizing κe 2 κ + κ 2 , i.e. √ 5−1. Thus, to ease a little bit the computations, we set κ = √ 5−1 right now, and we retain the symbol κ only in those terms which will contribute to the main part of the result. Notice that 
We have kept κ in all terms which will contribute to the highest order terms of the asymptotic expansion in x, in order to make explicit the role of this parameter on the final quality of the result.
Since ǫ K is small with respect to most other parameters and not differentiable, we remove it from the optimization process. Let then
It is obvious that lim T →∞ E(x, T ) = ∞. We have
Let T F = 8.282137 . . . be the positive root of T 2 −7.0604T −10.1186 (which is where the estimate of F reaches its minimum). We obviously have
The left hand side of this equation is increasing for T > T F and maps [T F , +∞) onto [0, +∞) while the right hand side is decreasing for T > 0 thus the equation has a single solution for T > T F . Thus for given K and x, E(x, T ) has a single local minimum for some T > T F and this minimum is reached for the unique T > T F satisfying (3.5). The solutions (in T ) of (3.5) can unfortunately not be expressed with standard analytic functions. We thus slightly modify (3.5) to have a solution with a nice expression in terms of the Lambert-W function. We will discuss in Remark 1 below the effect of the change we made to the equation. Suppose we have found a T 0 satisfying
27.5673 n K −5.0593w
+3.9792 log δ K −2.9969+ 25.5362
and so, according to Lemma 3.1, see below, it is
To have an upper-bound for E(x, T 0 ), we can substitute T 0 in (3.8) by anything greater than T 0 . We define T W and redefine w by
which means that T W is the solution of the equation
Recalling the constant T F defined above, T F +T W is larger than T 0 . Indeed, if we replace T 0 by T F +T W in (3.6), the first factor is bigger than T W while the second is bigger than the one in (3.9) so that the left hand side of (3.6) is bigger than its right hand side; since the left hand side is increasing this proves that T F +T W ≥ T 0 . We now replace T 0 by T F +T W in (3.8) obtaining which is exactly the first claim in Theorem 1.1.
We now proceed for the second inequality (1.2). We fix a value for T , postponing to Remark 2 the reason for this choice. The minimal value for F is reached when (κ, T ) ≃ (2.141, 7.2773) and the actual value is ≤ 2.2367π. We make a slightly different choice, which is κ = 2 and T = 10, which increases slightly the coefficient of √ x log ∆ K but decreases the coefficient of √ x n K and x, and makes the formula slightly nicer. We then have Remark 1. We discuss some choices we made for the first bound. Let us call T min the zero of (3.5) above T F . When we define T 0 from (3.6) we obviously have T 0 = T min . However the difference between the functions appearing on the right hand side of (3.6) and (3.5) is 7.0604− 32.4969 T − 55.1346
This means that, to obtain T min , we should remove from the right hand side of the equation defining T 0 a quantity that is asymptotic to 7.0604. Hence, to the first order for x → +∞, T 0 −T min ∼ 7.0604 log T 0
. Thus log T 0 −log T min ∼ 
